
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



The Story. 
 

Originating from discussions with 20 year 
industry veteran and 2015 QLD Barista 
Champion Adam Metelmann, the 
BigStep base was born out of his 
desire for a base with the highest 
possible useable tolerance in size 
for competition baskets. 

The result – The BigStep 

 

 

 

Why BigStep? 
 

The BigStep refers to the design of the larger diameter 'stepped edge' of 
the base, measuring in at 58.55mm (+/- 0.02mm). 

This base shape enables a maximum surface area of coffee to be covered 
during tamping, including the prevention of a pinched edge of coffee 
particles or vacuum effect that can occur when using such a large (or 
incorrectly) sized base.  

  

Stepped edge, assuring 

no suction when tamping, 

with maximum surface 

coverage.  



How does this affect 
flavour? Simple.  
Even extraction can improve flavour. 
 

 

Small surface coverage (tampers smaller than BigStep) 

 

 

 

 
 

BigStep Tamper coverage 

  

Uncompressed 

coffee due to small 

tamper base size 

Water will always find the path 

of least resistance, which in this 

case, is the areas un-tamped 

No shortcuts! Even extraction Evenly – extracted espresso 

Unevenly - extracted espresso 



Features. 

 
 Stainless Steel, up to 45 Rockwell (440C) 

 Maximum surface coverage (58.55mm diameter) 

 

 Lightweight (100g) 

Components. 

  

Acetal insert on aluminium 

handles to protect handle; 

also can be personalised 

10mm stainless steel grub 

screw for maximum strength 

and corrosion resistance 

Supplied with three 

interchangeable spacers – 

offers 15mm of height 

adjustments to suit any hand 

Silicon insert embedded into 

base to provide “suspension” 

during tamping 

Deep machined base, 

reducing weight 

Precision-machines bases 

from 304, 316, 440 and 630 

grade stainless steel 

Three TrueTamp rings help 

achieve a level tamp (not 

included on the BigStep) 

Micro-lip at edge of rubber 

protects fingers from base as 

rubber compresses during 

usage 

Silicon insert warm to the 

touch and reduces finger 

fatigue 

Ergonomic curves run through 

tamper from top to bottom 

Handles available in 

Timber, Anodised 

Aluminium, Powder Coat, 

Leather Wrap and Acetal 

All components 100% 

Australian Made 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tech Specs. 
 

This base is made from high strength (min 43 Rockwell) 440C Grade Stainless steel in 
Australia from premium grade materials.  

This base is also up to 30g lighter than standard Pullman Barista bases providing a 
more balanced feel of weight distribution from top to bottom when in use and 
handling the tamp. The weight of the tamper also enables you to have better feel over 
compression of grounds in the basket. 

For Pullman's Barista Tamper devotees, the BigStep retains the feel of a regular 

Barista base and is designed with those in mind who perform a standard tamping 

technique. A perfect vertical movement and technique must be applied with tamping. 

This design can be used with all variations of dose weights (low dose/high yield or 
high dose/low yield) producing incredible presentation and mouthfeel, getting the 
most out of your espresso extraction in all aspects as next to no coffee is left behind. 

We look forward to you experiencing the best in coffee tamp innovation, materials 
used and development. Currently suited for baskets sized at 58.70mm or greater. 
Pullman Filtration Baskets are specifically designed for consistent internal diameter, 
ensuring perfect BigStep fit every time. Results may vary if different baskets are used.  
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PATENT PENDING 

Pullman Espresso Accessories 
is proudly from ADELAIDE 5000 

 

We make tools with intent. 


